1. **QINMO PRIMARY SCHOOL**
The school gets its shape from the existing rice terraces on the site and blends into the agricultural landscape. The linear structure of classrooms creates a public space facing the village side and classrooms with views to the landscape on the other side. Its facade is made of colorful bricks which are individually painted by the villagers.

2. **QINMO SCHOOL PLAYGROUND**
The basketball court and playground connect directly with the stepped seating resulting in a theater space that is used for village events as well as morning roll call and exercise sessions.

3. **QINMO SCHOOL LIBRARY**
The library is built as a playful landscape for students. Instead of furniture, the floor is raised to create void “islands” for seating and reading.

4. **QINMO SCHOOL ROOF GARDEN**
The roof is transformed into a series of community gardens belonging to the classrooms below. The students will engage in caring for the garden as part of their educational curriculum.

5. **QINMO SCHOOL TOILET**
A typical village toilet is “wrapped” in a screen of open brick structure resulting in better ventilation and light.